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ABSTRACT 
Bridge scour monitoring using fixed instrumentation is a good way for the 

owner to be warned of imminent failure and to take appropriate action before 

exposing the public to undue risk. This paper demonstrates two cases of bridge scour 

monitoring systems developed for two bridges in Texas. The lessons learned from 

the two systems lead the authors to the conclusion that Tethered Buried Switches for 

early warning and tilt sensors for warning system should be preferred. Acceleration 

and frequency-based behavior tracked by motion sensors show promise but could 

only be demonstrated in laboratory experiments, with insufficient field data. 

INTRODUCTION 
According to a recent study (Hunt, 2009), 58% of bridge failures result from 

scour, making scour monitoring a significant issue in civil engineering. Scour 

monitoring using fixed instrumentation is an effective method to predict the imminent 

failure of a bridge. The focus of this paper is to show some development in scour 

monitoring based on instruments, including motion sensor, tilt sensor, float-oLlt 

device, water stage sensor, sonar sensor, and Tethered Buried Switch (TBS) 

instrument installed on two bridges in Texas. 

DEVICES FOR SCOUR MONITORING 

Motion sensor 

The motion sensor measures the acceleration response of the bridge in three 

directions. In our project, it recorded the acceleration in three directions at rates of 80 

Hz (field experiment) and 124 Hz (laboratory experiment). 

The Japan Railway Technical Research Institute (RTRI) published a study in 

2008 (Shinoda et a!. 2008), which provides a new method to evaluate the stiffness of 

a railway bridge column called the Impact Vibration Method. The authors showed 

that the natural frequency of the column decreases when the stiffness of the bridge 

column and its foundation decrease. Thus the integrity of the column could be judged 

by comparing the natural frequency measured when it is known that the foundation is 

in good order with the natural frequency during a big flood. Inspired by this idea, we 

are considering using a motion sensor to monitor scour sensitive bridge columns. 

Other Japanese researchers (Suzuki et a!. 2007) conducted research on the 

health monitoring of railway bridge piers, and found that the gradient of linear 
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regression line between vertical and transverse acceleration response changed due to 

the loss of sediment support around the bridge foundation . Therefore this technique 

is also tried in this paper by using the ratio of the Root Mean Square (RMS) of the 

acceleration in two directions . 

TBS , 

The TBS (Figure I) is a float-out device which is hardwired to the data 

acquisition system. It was invented during this project by ETI Instrument Systems, 

Inc. The TBS consists of a hollow aluminum rod containing an electrical switch 

which triggers when the rod is horizontal or near horizontal. The wire has advantages 

and disadvantages, as it might be cut by debris, but can allow the user to address the 

sensor and provide power. Regular float-out devices are wireless but have a finite 

lifetime due to the battery. The aluminum rod of the TBS is rotated to horizontal by 

hydraulic drag rather than buoyancy. In the horizontal direction the sensor gives a 

warning signal. 

Other instruments 

Other instruments used in our project include tilt sensor, float-out device, 

water stage sensor, and sonar sensor. The tilt sensor measures the tilt of the structural 

member to which it is attached. It is easy to install, but it likely gives a warning after 

the TBS and the float-out devices have floated out. The float-out device (Figure 2) 

floats out when the scour hole reaches the depth where the float-out device is located; 

when it floats out it gives a signal indicating that this scour depth has been reached. It 

is not easy to install for a real bridge. To bury the float-out device near the bridge 

pier, a hole needs to be drilled through the deck into the soil to the required depth. 

The water stage sensor (Figure 3) is fixed to the bridge deck and measures the 

distance from the instrument to the water surface. The water stage sensor can also be 

designed to present the water surface elevation above the mean sea level given the 

elevation of the bridge deck where the water stage sensor is located. The sonar sensor 

measures the distance between the location of the head of the sensor and the soil 

surface it is aimed at. It only gives reliable readings when it is within the proper 

working range. 

Figure 1. TBS Figure 2. Float-out 

device 

LABORATORY EXPERIMENT 

Figure 3. Water stage 

sensor 

In the laboratory experiment, the concrete column, 0.45 m in diameter and 4 

m long, was embedded to a depth of 0.3 m in the sand, then two prefabricated 
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concrete decks each 0.53 m wide, 2.03 m long, and 0.1 m thick were placed end-to

end on top of the column to simulate a bridge with a shallow spread footing 

foundation in the 2D flume at Texas A&M University. Motion sensor, tilt sensor, 

water stage sensor, sonar sensor and float-out device were used in the experiment. 

Figure 4 shows the illustration of the experiment setup. 
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Figure 4. Experiment set-up illustration 

The experiment lasted 6 hours and 45 minutes. First, the deck was struck with 

a 4.4 N rubber hammer. Then water was filled up to 0.9 m high in the flume, and a 

set of impact tests was implemented with a water velocity of 0.15 rn/s, 0.3 mis, and 

0.45 mls. It took almost 20 minutes for the test under each flowing velocity. At 0.45 

mls (3.6 hours) the scour hole started to develop. When the water velocity reached 

0.6 mls (4.5 hours), the scour hole reached the foundation level, the foundation 

started to be undermined, the column began to settle, and the tilt sensor indicated a 

change in deck inclination. 

Figure 5 shows the results of the data analysis in the time domain . To study 

the signal in the frequency domain in detail , the acceleration trace was broken into 

small time intervals based on the test procedure. Figure 6 shows the relationship 

between the first observed frequency of the system, the ratio of RMS values of the 

acceleration in two directions and the tilt angle in two directions. The figure indicates 

that the tilt sensor reported movement at 4.5 hours after the start when the scour hole 

became deep enough and the column started to settle. By comparison, the frequency 

vs. time plots gives earlier detection (3 .5 hours after the start). The ratio of RMS 

values in flow direction and vertical direction changes dramatically at 4.5 hours, 

which is consistent with the tilt sensor readings. 
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reading 
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This experiment shows that the RMS ratio method, the FFT analysis method 

and the tilt sensor data give comparable results. The scour hole creates a lower 

stiffness of the foundation which results in a decrease in natural frequency of the 

column. The ratio of two RMS values of the acceleration also changes when the 

bridge experiences scour. Both methods can theoretically be used as waming of 

bridge failure due to scour. 

US59 BRIDGE OVER GUADALUPE RIVER 

Project background 

The Southbound bridge of US Highway 59 over the Guadalupe River, south 

of Victoria, Texas was chosen to be monitored because the Guadalupe River is both 

meander-prone and flood-prone, and a drilled shaft (Figure 7) on the north end of the 

bridge was exposed by a major flood in 1998. The main bridge is III m long with 

three spans. It includes two river piers constructed as web-walls on foundations made 

of H-piles to a depth of approximately 9 m below the pile cap which is about I m 

below the river bed. The soil varies significantly, with layers of all gradations from 

gravel to clay, tending toward silt and sand. 

Instrumentation 

The instruments include a wired and a wireless motion sensor on each cap 

beam of the piers in the river (SB 1 and SB2 in Figure 8). They are located below the 

deck and glued to the cap beam. One tilt sensor was bolted to the side of the bridge 

rail to measure the tilt angle of the deck near SB2. One water stage sensor was fixed 

to the side of the bridge deck near the tilt sensor to measure the water elevation. Two 

float-out devices were placed at a depth of 0.6 m and 1.2 m below the pile cap 

respectively; they were installed at the bottom of a boring near one pile cap (SB2 on 

Figure 8) . Two TBS instruments were placed 1.5 m and 4.5 m respectively below the 

ground surface near the south abutment; they were installed at the bottom of a boring 

near the abutment. A data logger was secured on top of the capping beam of SB2 to 

collect data every twenty minutes and transmit the data by cellular modem to a 

remote server at Texas A&M University. 
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Figure 8. Schematics of instrument 

placement 
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Data analysis 

Figure 9 shows the tilt sensor reading from May 28, 2009 to Feb 19,2010. 

The tilt sensor indicates that very little tilt occurred on this bridge during that period. 

Both TBS instruments gave a constant value of 1 indicating that they remained buried. 

Both float-out devices gave a constant value of 0 which means that the devices were 

working properly and had not floated out. The water stage sensor is measuring the 

water surface elevation above the mean sea level (Figure 10). We also used the water 

gage reading from USGS gage 08176500 to check our sensor. The data for that gage 

can be found on the web site listed in the references. This gage is located 

approximately 12 km upstream of the bridge. The comparison is shown in Figure II 

and indicates a good comparison when the stage sensor was working properly. 
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Figure 9. Tilt sensor reading from May 28, 2009 to Feb 19,2010 
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Figure 11. Water stage sensor reading from May 28, 2009 to Feb 19,2010 

A set of 148 groups of acceleration data obtained from the wireless motion 

sensor on US59 Bridge from June 2 @ 10:00 am to June 8, @ 13:00 pm were 

analyzed using the RMS method (Figure 12). As can be seen, a reasonable linear 

regression exists between each couple of values indicating that the ratio of the RMS 

values was constant during that week. 
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Discussion 

The system was installed on US59 over Guadalupe River on May 28, 2009. 

We lost connection on the motion sensors from June 8, 2009 to October 15, 2009 

because of problem with the phone company. Further problems occurred when it was 

realized that the solar power units were under-powered. Because of their high 

sampling rate, motion sensors drew more power than any other sensor, and gave 

difficult-to-interpret data. The acceleration response to vehicle excitation could be 

seen clearly but once transformed in the frequency domain, the data was very noisy 

and one could not distinguish different mode shapes. 

While the frequency domain analysis for these motion sensors did not give a 

clear natural frequency for the bridge, the ratio of the acceleration RMS values from 

the motion sensors is a promising, simple quantity to use as a warning indicator. 

In summary, the tilt sensor, the flout-out devices, the TBS, and the master 

station worked well while the motion sensors and the water stage did not. 

SH80 BRIDGE AT SAN ANTONIO RIVER 

Project background 

The bridge on State Highway 80 (Figure 13) at San Antonio River, near 

Kames City, was selected for implementation. It was equipped with one wireless 

motion sensor, one hardwired motion sensor, and two TBS instruments for scour 

monitoring. The data was relayed by cellular modem to Texas A&M University for 

data reduction. 

Instrumentation 

Two motion sensors were glued on the top of the center pier and the pier on 

the bank of the main channel respectively (Figure 13 and 14). TBS-l and TBS2 were 

placed in a hand-augered borehole near the pier on the bank of the main channel. 

TBS 1 was buried 2A m below the ground surface and exactly 12.3 m below the top of 

the deck. TBS 2 was buried 1.5 ill below the ground surface and exactly llA m 

below the top of the deck. Figure 14 shows the location of the instruments for the 

SH80 bridge over San Antonio River. 

Figure 14. Schematics of instrument 

placement 
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Data analysis 

Figure 15 shows that the two TBS instruments gave a value of 1 which means 

that the sensors were working properly and had not scoured out. The gap in the two 

plots corresponds to the period when the power went down. The motion sensors on 

this bridge did not give useful data except in December 2009. 

Discussion 

The monitoring system was installed on SH80 at San Antonio River on Oct 16, 

2009. The hardwired sensor gave clean data in December, 2009. The wireless sensor 

gave clean data on Oct 20, 2009. The rest of the time the data was unsatisfactory. 

The motion sensors were therefore removed and replaced with tilt sensors on March 

11 , 2010. The TBS sensors gave clean data except for the period where there was no 

power. 

• lBS1.41 tOOL oolOWlt\(llQPOlll\eaoc:k 

0.5 

11100109 11/23109 "'''''0 

TBS2·38lec1be1owlll(ltOPOllhe~k 

Figure 15. TBS equipment reading from Oct 16, 2009 to Feb 21, 2010 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

With respect to the motion sensors, the frequency domain analysis and the 

acceleration ratio approach require a lot of data to be collected and stored. Therefore 

motion sensors require a lot of power to acquire and transmit the data in the field. 

The two approaches (frequency and acceleration ratio) worked well for the "model 

bridge" in the laboratory experiment because the structure and its vibration were 

simple. The response to vibrations of full scale bridges is much more complex, 

requires controlled and large excitation for useful data to be collected. The frequency 

content of the response is complex and the acceleration ratios are not consistent. So 

motion sensors are a good idea for bridge scour monitoring but require much more 

work. 

Tilt sensors are reliable, simple, and relative low cost instruments. They are 

recommended as integrating behavior sensors which work when failure approaches. 

They can be helpful for other than scour. 
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Tethered Buried Switches are new and likely helpful, but relatively costly to 

install and cover only one location chosen by the engineer. They are recommended 

for early warning but in combination with tilt sensors. In comparison, float-out 

devices are likely helpful but not addressable and have limited battery life. They are 

recommended for short term warning systems. 
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